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Bike Quiz for Kids: Trivia Questions and Answers

1. Which part doesn't belong on a bicycle?

Fork

Crank

Bumper

2. What should you do when pulling up behind people to get them to let you pass?

Ask in words to let them pass

Use a bicycle bell

Pull up close to them so they notice

3. Which part of the bicycle is the most important?

The handlebars

The frame

Wheels

4. What kind of bike doesn't exist?

Electric bicycle

Bicycle with two seats

A bicycle with a propeller so it can fly

5. How does riding a bicycle not seem possible?

Without holding the handlebars with your hands.

Upside down

Backwards.

6. What should you do if you have a flat tire on your bike?

Take out the bike tube, find the hole, tape it up, put the tube back in, and inflate the wheel

Take the bike tube out, go to the store and buy a new one, and throw the old one away

Walk home with it
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7. What is the most important protection for cycling?

Head protection - helmet

Elbow and knee protection

Body armor
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Bike Quiz for Kids: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Which part doesn't belong on a bicycle?
  Bumper
  2. What should you do when pulling up behind people to get them to let you pass?
  Use a bicycle bell
  3. Which part of the bicycle is the most important?
  The frame
  4. What kind of bike doesn't exist?
  A bicycle with a propeller so it can fly
  5. How does riding a bicycle not seem possible?
  Upside down
  6. What should you do if you have a flat tire on your bike?
  Take out the bike tube, find the hole, tape it up, put the tube back in, and inflate the wheel
  7. What is the most important protection for cycling?
  Head protection - helmet
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